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High-speed tunnel experiments with discrete air jets 
possessing a spanwise ejection velocity component have shown that such 
jets produce a strong persistent vorticity similar to that associated 
witn vane-type vortex generators. The use of small quantities of air 
facilitated the re-attachment of the separated layer downstream of the 
shock wave, whilst moderate quantities almost completely suppressed the 
separation. This work, which was of a preliminary nature, was carried 
oui on a half-aerof'oil fitted to the wall of the %.P.L. 
high-speed wind tunnel. 
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I. Introduction 

chord of bump 

static pressure on surface 

static pressure on surface at trailing edge 

mass flow in air jets/ft span 

distance along chord from leading edge 

position of shock wave from leading edge 

surface co-ordinate in vertical plane 

flow coefficient ! q 

i 
ww--- 
p&P ) 

momentum coefficient J ( g!L ) 
q.J* ug c 

free stream Xach number 

stagnation pressure of tunnel air 

local velocity on bump surface 

free strf3n velocity 

velocity of jet when expanded isentropically 
to local surface pressure 

density of free-stream air. 

Discrete air jets have been successfulQ used in delaying 
turbulent boundary-lsyer separation at low speedsq. The jet arrangement 
employed consisted of a spanwise row of circular jets issuing into the 
airstream in a direction normal to tne surface. 73~ efficacy of such 
jets was assumed to arise from the increased mixing created by the 
induced vortices; these vortices arc similar, in some respects, to 
those found downstream of counter-rotating vane-type vortex generators 
but lack the strength <and persistency of the latter. 

Considerable progress hLs been made recently in the 
developent of vane-type generators as a means of controlling shock- 
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induced separation, (e.g., see Ref, 2). This success, therefore, 
enoouraged the belief, first expressed in Ref. I, that discrete air jets 
could be developed to exercise a si&lar control. 

As a preliminary to the high-speed tests described herein, 
low-speed tests were conducted for the purpose of developin 

3 
an air jet 

capable of producing a strong, persistent type of vorticity . Jets 
which issued from the surface with a spanwise velocity component 
produced vorticity of the desired type, and hence were considered 
superior to the normal-to-surface jets used in the low-speed applications'. 

High-speed tests to check the effectiveness of the inclined 
jet were carried out during May and June, 1956 in the 9 in. x 3 in. 
high-speed wind tunnel at the 3.P.L. The model, which consisted of a 
half-aerofoil forming a bump on a 3 in. wall of the tunnel, was similar 
to that used previously for tests with vane-type vortex generators2* 

2. Scope of Tests 

The primary purpose of these tests was to check the usefulness 
of air jets in delaying separation without undertaking a comprehensive 
study of the possible vsariables, A list of the main parameters is now 
given, and is followed by a short discussion on the approach to each of 
them. 

(a) Shapti of test surface 

(b) Chordwise location of air jets 

(12) Sense of vortices, i.e., counter-rotating or co-rotattig 

(d) Inclinati.on of jets to chordwise and spanwise planes of 
reference 

(e) Spacing of jets, i.e., pitch 

(f) Di.amet<r of efflux hole 

(g) Jet efflux velocity (or box pressure) 

(h) Wind-tunnel Mach number. 

(a) Tests werd first carried out on a half-aerofoil, or 'bump', 
for which the shock-induced separations were not very 
severe. Air jets proved successful in controlling these 
and hence the bump was modified to give a more adverse 
condition; most of the work relates to this latter 
arrangement. 

(b) Single rows of air jets were provided at two chordwise 
positions. Witn one exception, these were operated 
independently of each other in order to provide information 
on a number of points as follo?ls: the shock wave, which 
develops with increasing Xach number, is first apparent 
at a position between the two rows. With the upstream 
row of jGts operating, the persistency of the vorticity 
can be gauged from the change in the effectiveness of the 
device as the shock wave moves away from the holes towards 
the trailing edq with increasing X&~ch number. Shock-induced 
separation commences for shock positions upstream of the 
second row of jets, and it is therefore possib& with this 
row of jets alone to check the effect of jets issuing into 
a region of separation. Finally, a comparison, for far 
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Small-bore, flush surface static tubes were fitted at 2 in. 
chordwise intervals, These were located on the mid-span position and 
no attempt was made to explore the small spanwise variations of pressure 
through the vortices created by the jets. Surface pressure tubes were 
also provided alon g the mid-si1s.n position of the twnel wall downstream 
of the model. 

The model spanned the 3 in. width of the tunnel, and thin 
rubber sheet was used as a seal between the ends of the model and the 
glass walls. Similarly, rubber was used to seal all tunnel wall joints. 

3.2 ~ir-sup~I-~ details 

Air wasbLed from the high pressure supply to the tunnel, and 
passed through an orifice-plate flow meter before reafhing the bump. 
The supply "box' for each row of jets consisted of a 8 in. diameter hole 
drilled through the model in a spanwise direction and sealed at the ends. 
The supply air was fed to each box at two positions by means of g in. 
internal diameter tubes (Fig. 2). 'Seali.ngti at the inoperative 
chordwise station was achieved by short circuiting the two inlet tubes 
with a piece of rubbtir hose. 

The two rows of air jets were drilled at 3.6 in, and 2 in. 
from the trailing edge of the bump* Hence, for the @h thick bump the 
jets were at 4C& and 66.7& of the chord, respectively, from the leading 
edge, and at 45.9,; and 69.7+ chord for the 8$ thick bum-p. 

Each row of holes was at right angles to the free-stream 
direction. The holes were drilled, in a plane normal to the surface, 
to make an angle of l&50 to thti surface. The distance between the hole 
at the end of a row and the respective side wall was made different on 
the two sides to allow to some extent for the spanwise movement of the 
vortex pattern doT,vnstream of the jets (see Ref. 3). Thus, commencing 
at the wall towards which the jets were blowLng9 the distance between 
the wall snd the first jet wae Q made equal to the pitch of the jets, 
namely 0.31 in. This left a distance of 0.21 in. between the last 
hole and the other wall. 

The air-supply equipment was designed to allow the use of 
"box" pressures up to 100 p.s.i. in excess of atmospheric pressure. 
Since the tunnel stagnation pressure was approximately equal to 
atmospheric pressure, the pressures read on Bourdon gauges were taken 
as being the excess over stagnation pressure. 

3.3 Experimental techniques 

The present tests followed very stinilar lines to those 
described in Refs. 2 and 5 and hence full use has been made of the 
experience gained in these earlier experiments. The downstream 
movement of the shock wave with increasing Mach number is of prime 
importance; it has been found from previous tests that the shock-wave 
position is best controlled when usir~g a statio pressure near the 
trailing edge as a reference level. In these tests the static pressure 
.$ in. upstream of the trailing edge was chosen. 

For arbitrarily chosen reference pressures, a set of pressure 
distributions were obtained which covered the Mach number range of the 
tests for a given confiscation, Schlieren photographs to match 
these test conditions were obtairned at a later period. For sjmplicity, 
the gauge reading of the air-jet box press'ure was kept constant through 
the entire speed range instead of being adjusted with speed to keep 
%I constant. 

Surface/ 



Surface flow patter L,.6 were obtained 7lsing a mixture of 
titanium oxide and oil smeared over the blackened surface of the model. 
With the tunnel running, 35 mm photographs were taken, through the side 
wall, when the patterns were considered suitably developed; this 
technique was not used in Refs. 2 and 5. 

l3efore commencing the m14.n tests, boundary-layer traverses 
were taken 2 in. do<,-astream of the leading edge. The suction 
arrangement was progressively improved until with full suction the 
boundary-layer thickness at 
0.08 in.; 

this point had been reduced to approximately 
tihis was considered satisfactory. 

4-a Results 

4.1 &$ thick bump 

The experimental werk on this model was done in two stages. 
In the first, only the forw~d row of holes was drilled snd these holes 
originally had a dirzlleter of 0.026 in. A definite improvement was 
obtained with these jets but it was thought that the holes were probably 
well belo-Jti the optimum size. As a consequence, the holes were opened 
up to 0.031 in. diameter and the second row of holes added at this stage. 
The results obtained ylere very encouraging and in order to provide a 
more severe test for the jets, the thicker bump was later installed for 
a more complete surve.v of the effect of hole size. 

In order to keep the number of illustrations to reasonable 
proportions, the results for the 0.020 in. dia. holes have been omitted 
and selected cases chosen for the 0.031 in. dia. configurations. 

4.1.1 Pressure distri.butions 

The chordwise distributions of pressures are given in 
Figs. 3 to 6 for a number of blov&g pressures. Each curve corresponds 
to a separate Mach number; as the tunnel speed is increased, the shock 
moves downstream until the tunnel chokes with the shock just upstream 
of the trailing edge. It will be noted that, at the higher Mach numbers, 
the curve upstream of the shock is a unique one. This is now a 
well known feature of transonig flow over aerofoils and is often referred 
to as the 'IXach number freeze" 0 

The first effect of blowing is to increase the rate of pressure 
recovery downstream of the shook (see Figs. 3 and 4)0 Hith increasing air-jet 
strength, the pressure rise through the shock becomes larger (see Figs. 5 and 6). 
Further increases in blowing pressure make very little difference. 

Pressure distributions for a given trailing-edge pressure and 
varying air quantities are given in Fig. 8. For this trailing-edge 
pressure there is first a substantial downstream movement of the shock 
with increasing jet flow, followed eventually by a tendency to move 
forward again. This may be due to an excessive thickening OS the 
boundary layer or to a less favourable arrangement of the vortices. 

The foregoing relates to results for air jets in the forward 
location. Only one set of pressure distributions is shown for the 
rear position (Fig. 7) and this is for the optimum blo:ving pressure. 
Due to the closer proximity &' the jets, the pressure rise through the 
shock is greater for shock waves nearing the trailing edge than that 
obtained with the configuration of Fig. 6, 

Superimposed on Figs. 6 and 7 are curves for a co-rotating 
va.n+type vortex generator arrangement used in Ref. 2. These were 
located further forwards than the air jets and hence are not strictly 
comparable. Counter-rotzLting arr?asgements which were used nearer the 
shocks2 gave better results than the co-rotating ones shown but were 
not as effective as the air jets. 

4.1*2/ 
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4.1.2 Schlieren photographs 

The preceding results are supplemented with the schlieren 
photographs of Figs. 9 to lj, for which the cut-off was arranged to show 
the boundary layer as a dark feature. Each of Figs. 9 to 12 consists 
of a set of photographs illustrating the effect of increasing Xach number 
for a fixed blowing condition. Fig. 43 shows the effect of increasing 
blowing pressure for a fixed trailing-edge pressure. 

As mentioned previously, separation is never very severe on 
this bump? even in the absence of any boundary-layer control. In 
Fig. 9 (a), the shock is normal to the surface thus signifying the 
absence of separation; the boundary layer can be seen to thicken 
appreciably as the trailing edge is approached. 

It helps in interpreting the schlieren photographs to 
remember that, with the cut-off arrangement used here9 the boundary 
layer appears blackest in the region of greatest density gradient, and 
hence approximately in the region of greatest gradient in the 
boundary-layer velocity profile, Thus, in Fig. 9 (a), the black 
boundary layer is iadistinguishable from the black shadow of the surface 
until it has reached a fair thickness and the velocity gradient at the 
surface itself has begun to fall. 

Shock-induced separation is evidenced by the deflection of 
the black boundary layer away from the surface t,hrough an appreciable 
angle* l3ownstream of separation, the shear layer spreads fairly 
rapidly and its edges become irregular, The central part of this 
layer, where the density gradients are greate$st, appears as a black 
torque . The 'dead air' between the shear layer and the surface has 
approximately the s&me shade as the background. Under the influence 
of fluid mixing and the associated pressure rise, the shear layer 
spreads and also bends back towarls the surface Ta However, it is 
often difficult to decide from the photographs just where the layer 
re-attaches to the surface. For the set of photographs without 
blowing, Fig. P9 it seems fairly safe to deduce that r-e-attachment 
does not occur upstream of the trailing edge for Fig. 9 (d) or 
Fig. 9 (e) and that it occurs between the shock ‘and trailing edge for 
Fig. 9 @h for Fig. 9 (c), one cannot be more definite than to suggest 
that re-attachment probably occurs just upstream of the trailing edge. 
In many cases Mth blowing, the mixing is artificially enhanced by the 
vortices and the re-attachment process thereby accelerated. I+ om 
the schlieron photographs, the degree of separation present in any 
particular case must be interpreted in the light of experience. 

A feature of the main shock wave t'hat is almost invariably 
indicative of separation is the straight, 'toe'-like portion of the 
foot, meeting the surface obliquely,* The angle of this oblique part 
to the surface provides some indication of the strength of the pressure 
rise through the shock at the surface, and its extent above the surface 
seems to bear some relation to the extent of the separation, 

The progressive movement of the shock wave with increasing 
Nach number can be followed in Figs. 9 (a) to 9 (f). The separations 
appear more severe in Figs. 9 (d) and (e) and this is confirmed in the 
pressure distributions of Fig. 3, where, thfze is a noticeable reduction 
in the pressure gradie& &m-es& of the shock. 



The use of air bled %rom the box at stagnation pressure 
(Fig. lO)9 p ro uces d improvements which are evident when attention is 
paid to the features described above. 
in the vicinity of the 

Compression and expansion waves 
jets do not appear to be of any consequence to 

events downstream of the main shock. The vorticity created dcwnstream 
of %he jets is evident on the photographic plates but is relatively 
small, and hence is not visible on the reprodictions. 

An increase of blowing pre 
gives j-improvements 

ssure up to the optimum (Fig. 1-l ) 
that are readily apparent. The presence and extent 

of the vorticity created by the jets is now obvious as a black streak 
above the surface. 

Since the most intense shock-induced se+rations occur fairly 
well back on the bump, a more rearward location of the jets might be 
expected to be advantageous. This is supported by the further 
improvement shown Ian Fig. 42. The 'lambda' foot of the shock is now 
almost entirely confined to thti region of vortex flow and hence suggests 
an almost jmrnediate re-attachment of the shear layer, 

Finally, the photographs corresponding to the pressure 
distributions of Fig. 8 are presented in Fig. 13. The progressive 
suppression of separation with increasing blowing pressure is self-evident, 
at ieast up to 40 p.s.i. However, the forward movement of the shock 
for 60 p.s.i, (see Fig. 13 (d) and (e) and Kg. 8) can be clearly seen, 
and it may be significant that for this case the vortices from the jets 
seem to have moved further away from the surface than before, where they 
would be less effective. 

4.2 8% thick bump 

The presentation of' detailed data will be confined almost 
entirely to one hole size, namely 0.035 in. diams9 because therti is a 
marked similarity between the results for different hole si.zcs* The 
overail effects of the other configurations will be discussed in 
Section 6. 

4.2.1 @assure distributions 

Results for a numbf2r of air-jet arrangements are presented in 
Figs. 14 to 2?. For the case of the plain bump (Fig. 14) the effects 
of separation are well in evidence. With increasing test M&oh number, 
a stage is reachtid where the shock remains relatively stationary as the 
severity of the separation increases. This is followed by a very rapid 
movement up to the point of tunnel choking. 

The general comment s concerning the effect of increasing jet 
flow, which were *made in Section 4.1.1 9 hold for Figs. 15 to 20. 

Limited tests were carried out on an arrangement where both 
rows of jets were simultaneously active. A preliminary check suggested 
that a pressure of 20 p.s,i. was close to optimum and hence ths work 
was confined to this pressure (Fig. 21). Shock-wave strength appears 
to bo well maintained throughout the whole Mach ndmbcr range. 

Although there was no loge significant differezlce between 
the results for various hole sizes it was decided to compare 
distributions for the best uystreai and downstream arrangementiwith 
those for co-rotating vane-type vortex generators* situated at the 
same position as the forward jets (Figs. 22 and 23). 

The effect of blowing prep- .D,Iurf> 00 shock position for a given 
trailing-edge pressure is i.Ilustratcd in Fig. 2& &cause of the 
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more severe initial separation the comparison between the air-jet and 
plain bump cases is more striking than in Fig. 8, 

4.2.2 Schlieren photographs 

Flow conditions for a range of air-jet configurations are 
illustrated in Figs. 25 to 30. 

Separation in the absence of boundary-layer control is very 
severe (Fig. 25). 

When studying the results for air-jet arrangements, due 
allowance must be made for the separation due to side-wall effects. 
These effects will be discussed more fully in Ssction 5. Although the 
schlieren equipment was focussed on the flow near the centre line of the 
tunnel, flow details of the end separations have unavoidably been 
superimposed. Attention should be paid to the black "tongue" mentioned 
previously when assem* ,&.ng the effect of the air jets on separation. 

The effectiveness of the air jets appears to have been 
maintained in this more severe case of the $3 bump. 

Photographs for the flow conditions given in Fig* 24 are 
presented in Fig. 30 and illustrate, for a given trailing-edge pressure, 
the progressive suppression of the separation with increas>ng jet flow, 

5* Wind--e1 Wall Effects 

The conduct of so-called two-dimensional tests on any model 
spanning a wind tunnel becomes very difficult when boundmy-layer control 
is attempted in regions of severe adverse pressure gradient. In 
low-speed testing, devices can be employed to minimise the effects of 
thick boundary layers on the side walls, and possibly also of unwanted 
separation there, but in high-speed tests of this kind very little can 
be done if schlieren photographs are required. Thus, because the side 
walls are of glass it is not possible to remove the boundary layer 
upstream of the model nor to extend the air-jet configuration to these 
walls. As a consequence, the severity of the separation is greater 
at the model extremities than elsewhere. The usual secondary flows 
associated with these conditions tend to spread this severe separation 
inboard. 

A surface flow technique, described in Section 3.3, has been 
used in an attempt to assess the influence of the side walls in the 
present tests. Fig. 31 shows typical cases for the &4 bump: 
(a) in the plain condition, (b) with downstream jets issuing into a 
region of separation, and (c) with upstream jets active. The inclined 
jets have their cross-flow component in the direction of the side more 
seriously affected by wall boundary layers. The narrow streaks 
downstream of inoperative holes are mainly due to the fact that the fluid 
from upstream that would normally have moved along to replenish the 
fluid scrubbed from these regions, runs down into the holes, under 
gravity, instead. 

Figs. 31 (b) and (c) are for blowing pressures equal to 
stagnation pressure. With increasing pressures the large, end 
separations are progressively reduced in spanwise extent but never 
eliminated. It is not surprising that these separations should make 
themselves evident in the schlieren photographs. The effect on the 
measured pressure distributions is not known but, since the tests 
are mainly comparative and the central flow is representative of the 
flow changes produced by the jets, the results are acceptable. Any 
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attempt to read too m.~h into them should> however, be discouraged. 
In conclusion it should probably be emphasised that the flov: dir~zCons 
indicated in Fig* 31 are surface ones; sm,all distances above the 
surface the directions would be rapidly approaching those of t-he 
Andisturbed flo~:~ 

6. Anal sis 

At high subsonic speed, the lift ?ottintial of an aircraft is 
often limited by the severe euffeting and ot&r adverse effects that 
accompany shock-induced separations, These tif.t'~cts have been shown to 
commtince when, for a given incidefice, the trailing-edge pressure versus 
Mach number curve sudde.nly changes slope with kncreasing speed/; the 
phenomenon has become kuown as thz trailing-edge pressure divergence. 
It was aba Shown 2n Ref. 7 that the irregularities in the movement of 
the shcck wave as a function of trailing-edge pressure vzre useful 
alternative indicators of stiparation effects, This was the basis of 
the method of analysis used exclusively in ReTs. 2 and 5 adid which vfill 
be adopted for the present tests. 

It was demonstrated in Ref. -1 that the flow over one surface 
(USUdly t-he upper surface) of any given aerofoil could be considered in 
isolation in terms of the shock position aad the trailing-edge pressure, 
and that, this f:ar, there was no difference between the isolated surface 
and the surface of a half-aerofoil on a tunnel wall considered ti the 
same way. Xowever, in order to fit the flo-~ over the isolated>surface 
into thd overall flow for the complete aerofoil, i.e., to fit it to the 
flaw on the opposite surface and to the fres-stre>am Xach number9 certain 
conditions had to be satisfied by the trailing-edge pressure. l'hese 
conditions are likely to be diff ere-nt for the coqlete aerofoil Zllid the 
half-aerofoil$ anti so any comp:ariso.ns that are made betwetin tne two 
cases have to be confin& -to the flo-~~ on the c,urved surface for given 
trailing-edge pressures. 

With deortiasing trailing-edge pressure9 which follows in 
practice from increasing L3ch number, the skit-Jck Gave moves downstream 
over the curved surfacti in a r~gu.l~r m~~-~er provided separatitil is 
ab,sent. When separation occurs it restricts the Fressure risti th3332gh 
the shock and sevtz~Ly reduces the rate of pr3s;su.re recovtiry d6vnstrea.m 
of the shack. The dis-iiancti reqAired for thti pressure to rise from 

that just upstream of thti shock to a give trailing-edge value will 
therefore be greater than Tn the ambsL~~ce of separation. In other 
words, if se~0ration .is present the shock is further forward than it 
should be; or again , the further back the Shoe'k is, the more efficient 
is the pressure Lov~ry. This approach is analogous to thinking of 
the bump as on+> wall oiY a supersonic nozzle w&rc the position of the 
normal shock for a given exit pressure xJi.11 depend or the pressure 
recovery through the shock aed along the nozzle. Separation or 
thickening boundary layers affect this pressure recovery and cause the 
shock to move forward at a given exit pressure. $/hm the system has 
the most efflc?ent boundary-layer control arrangement, the shock will 
be in the most downstream positione 

&I additienal argument for the use of thti above m&hod of 
analysis is the high dqree of consistency sbzaind with all results. 
The three-dimensionaIL effects noted i,? S6cti.0~~ 5 cl0 not appear to 
invalidate comparativti results of this ;qaturo although they would 
most certainly impair dire" at comparisons bet~,~etin these tests and those 
on actual aerofoils, in t6riX of frfze-stream L&L number particularly. 
Wall separations and lack of a free ~&cc &T~~~~Stl~~Xll of the ” trailing 
edge" wi.LL produce l'irst order rno&lfLcatiozs in the value of tne 
trailing-edge pressure aed SO prevent the cesired correlation. 
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6.2 Shock-wave movement 

The position of the shock wave has been taken arbitrarily a3 
the point at which a tangent to the upstream pres3ure distribution 
intersects an extension of the linear pressure rise through the shock. 
Trailing-edge pres3ure3 have been obt aLned by interpolation since no 
pressure tube was provided at the exact position. 

The shock movement curves for the 6% bump are pre3ented in 
Fig. 32. The curve for no blowing shows the characteristic siowiihg up 
irk shock movement when separation first occurs, with the 3hock at about 
0.6 chord. The mavement accelerates again once the pressure recovery 
has fallen to a minimum (see Fig. 3j. For the mo3t efcicient air-jet 
arrangement, the movement is roughly linear until the shock reaches 
approtitely 0.8 chord and then, for low trailing-edge pressures, 
the 3lope decreases as the 3hock approaches the trailtig edge. In order 
to understand the reascn for this reduction of 3lope, and hence fall in 
effectivene3s, it must be appreciated that dcvice3 3uch as this, and 
co-rotating vane-typo vortex generators, do not always completely 
eliminate the separation, They rely for their effectiveness, or for 
their overall improvement in pressure recovery? partly on the increased 
pressure rise up to separation (i.e.S through the shock) and partly on 
the pressure rise a3sociated with the re-attachment which they induce 
mdiately following separation. (The pressure rise through the shock 
is not the complete amount that would be expected in the absence of 
separation9 but this defect is compensated for by a rate of recovery 
downstream of the shock that is greater than would be expected in the 
ab3ence of separation.) Provided there is sufficient of the chord 
between sopsration and the trailing edge for this process to be complete# 
the result is usually just as ftivourable M, 5.b would be if separation 
were completely suppressed. flowever, as the shock, aad hence the 
separation position, approach thti trailing edge, the benefit from the 
increa3ed prti3sure rooover.7 associated with re-attachment tends to 
d2nini3h Cand so the effectiveness of the devices tends to fall off. 
For the pre3eot case, this may be aggravated by the sidti-wall effect39 
and it would also be les3 appartint if th3 rc3ults were analysed in 
terms of Xach number instead of trailing-edge pressure* 

Intermediate between the best air-jet arrangeAl%& and the 
plain bump cases just described, are the results for the other air-jet 
configurations. In view of the test conditions, however, too much 
should not bti read into s,~~ll local changes of slope. 

SirClar results for the & bump are presented in F'ig3. 33 to 35 
for three different hole sizes. Thd SAW general comments apply with 
the exception that, for the downstream row of jets, the sudden movement 
of the shock occurs when the shock passes the air-jet station. 
Neglecting the important Qhrtie-dimensional effects in a case such as 
this, it can be said that the rapid movement is due to a change in the 
jet effectiveness. When the boundary layer separates upstream of the 
jets, the boundary layer losses are *appreciable despite the fact that 
the jets rti-attach the layer immediately downstream. In contrast3 
the injection of air upstream of the shock wavd tends to suppress 
separation with a subsequently thinner boundary layer. 

From the above, therefore, it is clear that the shock 
movement form of presentation i 's a yardstick by which the relative 
efficiency of any particular configuration ccan be judged. 
Unfortunately, however, it does not provide a ,%easure of the extent 
to which the severity of buffeting is suppressed. in a particular ca3e 
although there must be a correlaticn with the above analysis. This 
was certainly found to be the case J?or w+ne-ty~Je vortex generatOr3. 

%Ioreover,/ 
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Moreover, since there has now bezn considerable experience in the use 
of co-rotating vortex generators tL> delay buffCtihg in flight, a useful 
indication of the 1iktAy effectiveness of air jets in practice can be 
obtained from thti comparisons c)f the i>rdseflt results with the corresponding 
ones for co-rotating vane-type generators. 

The mass-flow coefficitint used in Ref. 5 11% been a&,pted. 
Tnis is, 

cl 
c,-, z -----. % 

p0-w 

During the oxporimental work it was found convenioat to hold 
the box pressure constant over the operating Xach number range and 
since the surface prtissure near the jots remained sensibly tilti s<amti, 
constant mass flow in thtz jets resulted. Hence it follows from 
the above dtifinition that C is cha@.ng as the Xach number is 
illcreased* In the induced .*low tunnel used> however, ? fo falls as U0 
increases and this rtistricts the variatiofl of C,?. Since a coefficient 
of the above form has obvious limitations from a fundamental point of 
View, an approximate tistimate appeare,A tc bti in order. Therefore, it 
has been assumed that 1% z 0.90 and the values of CQ so obtained 
nave been plotted in Fig. 36 as a fuflction of box pressure. On 
reference to Figs. 339 34 and 35 it can be seen that values as low as 
0.0002 have a marked efftict and that values of 0.CY.X are extremely 
effectil3e. 

Another garalietor of some inkrest is tihe ratio between the 
jet velocity aid the local velocity. On the assuqtion that t:Td air 
expands isentropically from the box pressure to the local free streajji 
pressure9 !%.~. 37 has beerr preF:ireL l'he vah7s so obtdned do not 
appear unreasonable and very little difficulty should be experiti~nc~~d, 
in practice, in obtaining such ratios. 

In Ref. 5 a ~~Lomeritum cctifficient of the folloCng fcr,m was 
evolved, namely9 

or alternatively 

Hence, the procedure of presenting CG afid YJ,/U as the relevant 
air-jet parameters is equivalent to adopting some form of momerttun 
coefficient. 

A rigorous analysis of the rds~;~'i,s~ fcr tne purpose of 
attempting correlatior~ of the data in ttirms of some suitable par<aineter, 
ITas discouraged in vitiw of the exptirim<ntal lLni.tatiCKG mentioned 
previously. 
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very effeotively controlled. The persistency of the vorticity ensures 
large improvements even when tht+ shock wave has moved still further 
downstream of the jets* 

0r1 comparing the results of Ref. 2 with the present work, 
vane-type vortex generators do not appear to be as effective as air jets 
when the shock is just downstream of the device location. The 
reason for this is not known but it may be associated with the wakes 
shed froia the vanes. From oil flow patterns and general observations 
there do not appear to be any regions of low energy air in the 
neighbourhood of air jets. 

The ability of air jets to re-attach the boundary layer when 
they are discharged into a region of separated flow may be useful in 
practice. It will mean that they will not necessarily have to be 
located upstream of thti most forward separation position likely to be 
encountered within the flight envelope, and that they c?~n therefore be 
placed further back on the chord than vane-type generators *tiould be 
and so maintain a greater effectiveness when the shock is approaching 
the trailing edge at high Gach numbers. 

6.5 RTolds naxber effect2 

At a free-stream Xach number of 0.9 the Reynolds number of the 
present tests is approximately 2 x 106. Since the wind tunnel is 
unpressurised9 no tests would be carried out with varying Reynolds 
number. Any atterqt to estimate the effect of Reynolds number on the 

Nevertheless, 
4 

air-jet paraneters must therefore be pure speculation. 
the authors believe that marked decreases in % might be expeoted as 
the ratio of inertia to viscous forces increases, i.e., as the Reynolds 
number is increased. Tests at hightir Reynolds numbers, either in a 
wind tunnel or flight, are indicated. 
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